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Approved Minutes
Special Meeting of the

AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOARD

September 27, 2016

ROLL CALL

Chair Jeffrey Lewis called the meeting to order at approximately 12:00 pm

Members Present Sue Lee, Davis Riemer, Joyce Willis, Vice Chair Yvonne Williams and Chair

Jeffrey Lewis
None

None

Absent at Roll Call
Members Absent:

Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Russell Richeda, Legal Counsel;
jthe following individuals were at part of the meeting); H.E. Christian Peeples via phone, District
Board President and Liaison; Michael Hursh, AC Transit General Manager; Claudia Allen, AC
Transit Chief FinancialOfficer; Graham Schmidt, Cheiron; Carolyn Smith, NEPC.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

None

CONSENT CALEN DAR

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to adopt the Consent Calendar (5-0-0-0)

APPROVED

A. Approval of Minutes for August 25, 2016

APPROVED

B. Approval of Financials for July 2016

APPROVED

C. Approval of Invoices for $187,116.45

APPROVED

D Approvalof Retirement for Jul/September/October 2016
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Adrian Jackson -- Term Vested(July)
Bristol Morris -- Term Vested(September)
Geraldine Adams (October)
Kim Brooks (October)
Roscoe Kelly (October)
Eric Mitchell (October)

The Board congratulated Kim Brooks on her 30 years of service

REGULAR CALENDAR

E. 2016 Actuarial Valuation
G. Draft Joint Meeting Presentation from Cheiron

Hugo introduced the actuarial valuation by mentioning that the presentation by Graham
would not cover any new ground and that the Board had approved all of the figures in the
valuation at prior meetings. Hugo mentioned that the Board began reviewing actuarial
material at the June meeting. He anticipated the Board approving the valuation at this
meeting and that the bound Actuarial Valuation would be distributed at the October
meeting. Graham mentioned that the valuation used the updated asset figure that the
Board approved using at the August meeting.

The Actuarial Valuation projected a District contribution of $46.7 million or 34.13% of pay.
The funded ratio was 68.7% on the actuarial value of assets and 63.3% on a market value

The normal cost was 13.88% of pay. Graham also discussed the funded level and
contribution rate going forward and focused on the action the Board took last month in
amortizing the current unfunded ]iabi]ity(except for the specia12008 loss) over a c]osed].2
year period. Graham also mentioned the scenarios outlined on pages ll and 12 of the
valuation .

Member Riemer asked about the risks to the Plan that we usually do not focus on. He
addressed the question to Graham who proceeded to discuss enterprise risk which would
be an examination of allof the risks that face the Plan. Graham mentioned that the largest
risk is investment risk but many other risks exist. The credit risk of the Plan Sponsor was
discussed. The Board requested that Graham make a proposal on what type of risks he
thought the Board should examine. Graham agreed to provide this to the Board at a later
meeting. Graham said he would present the Board with a broad outline of such a project
and include estimated costs in the proposal.

Director Lee asked about the East Bay Times article. The Board agreed to hold off on that
item untilthe discussion on the actuarialissues was completed.

After some additionaldiscussion the Board approved the valuation

MOTION: RIEMER/WILLIAMS to adopt the 2016 ActuarialValuation(5-0-0-0)
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Hugo mentioned that "press questions" was on the agenda and mentioned that a few
weeks ago the District received some questions from a reporter pertaining to District
finances and some of the questions pertained to pensions. Hugo mentioned that he had
decided that if a reporter wanted to ask him pension questions he would want our actuary
on the callan case the questions touched on complex actuarialissues. Hugo mentioned the
conference callhe had been on. Director Peeples mentioned that Bornstein had spent a lot
of time talking to him as part of the endorsement process for the District Board and also for
Proposition CI. He also outlined how the conference call Hugo had mentioned had
transpired.

Hugo mentioned the questions he was asked and briefly described the answers he gave. In
one of his responses he addresses the action the Board had taken in August to reduce the
unfunded liability in future years. The Board discussed the need for a press policy and Hugo
agreed to prepare one. He mentioned that when he became aware he would be on a
conference call with a reporter he notified Chair Lewis and Russ. Hugo mentioned that he
attempted to discuss the possible questions and answers with both Chair Lewis and Russ.
The Board agreed that allpress questions should go to Hugo and that Hugo include this item
in the press policy. General Manager Hursh requested that Hugo discuss press responses
with the District's Media Affairs Department. Hugo mentioned that he had done this in this
case and would continue to do so. Hugo mentioned the press questions he had been
involved in answering and mentioned that it was very helpfulhaving Graham involved in the
conference call with the reporter. Hugo distributed the East Bay Times editorial on
Measure CI that addressed some of the unfunded liabilities of the District. The Board

instructed Hugo and Russ draft a press policy.

Graham reviewed the presentation he planned to make at the Joint Meeting. The Board
asked Graham to change one of his charts to differentiate what part of the District's annual
contribution to cover the unfunded liability is for the special 2008 investment loss from the
rest of the payment.

F. Joint Meeting Agenda

Hugo briefly reviewed the Joint Meeting agenda

H Draft Joint Meeting Presentation from NEPC

Carolyn reviewed her draft presentation for the Joint Meeting. The Board had discussed the
presentation at a prior meeting. The Board agreed that the comparison figures should not
include the S&P 500 as the equity benchmark as this was viewed as an inappropriate
benchmark. Carolyn agreed to use the MSCI ACWI as the equity benchmark. The Board
agreed that Carolyn and Hugo should decide what public plan universe is the most
appropriate to use in the presentation.
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Asset Allocation and Investment Manager Update

The Board discussed the latest investment results. The Board spent some time discussing
the results of our real estate managers and our other active managers. The Board agreed to
have Sands and Dodge & Cox make presentations in November. The Board requested that

our large-cap international managers present in October. The Board also discussed PIMCO
prior to its presentation. Hugo mentioned he had discussed with PIMCO the fact that the
PIMCO portfolio yielded more than the benchmark and that he viewed this as an indication
that their portfolio had more risk than the benchmark.

K. PIMCO Presentation

Matt Clark and Loren Sageser discussed the PIMCO portfolio and investment results. The
Board asked questions about the portfolio and the investment risk in the portfolio. The
issue of the PIMCO portfolio yielding more than the benchmark was discussed and the issue
of the secondary benchmark being more relevant than the primary benchmark was
addressed. PIMCO discussed their investment performance, the risk the fund takes and
their current outlook. The Board asked several questions about some of the investment
decisions PIMCO had made with this portfolio.

Carolyn mentioned that the Board is in the early process of examining ESG and asked how
PIMCO uses ESG in its decision making process. Loren mentioned that ESG issues are
analyzed when making investment decisions, and that PIMCO is looking at offering some
ESG investment products. Loren mentioned that ESG products are more prevalent in the
equity arena than in fixed-income. He mentioned the differences in engaging management
as an equity manager or a fixed-income manager. Loren discussed the steps PIMCO is
looking into to offer fixed-income ESG funds. Hugo asked about how much of the ESG push
for new fixed-income products at PIMCO was driven by improving investment results and
how much was to offer an investment product that investors wanted. Loren mentioned that
a lot of the recent movement was driven by the desire of investors for an ESG product.
PIMCO also discussed the pros and cons of active engagement with management as
opposed to excluding the stock/bond from the investment portfolio.

J. Review of ESG Memo

Hugo introduced his memo by reminding the Board that his memo was written to
summarize the actions the Board has taken on ESG investing in the last six months. He said
that as instructed by the Board he had spoken about ESG investing with his peers at the
CALAPRS Administrative Institute. He mentioned that some felt that active engagement
was more effective than divestment. Others felt that for a small plan to get very involved
with ESG was very difficult without allocating a lot of staff and board time. He also
mentioned the concern by some of his peers that this process is being driven by politicians
who do not always understand the complexity of the investment issues.
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The Board agreed to give this memo with some modifications to the District Board for the
Joint Meeting. The Board agreed that Chair Lewis and Member Lee would reviewthe memo

once the changes have been made. Member Riemer suggested that in answering questions
from the District Board only Chair Lewis answer questions. Chair Lewis mentioned that he
would be happy to do this and would limit his answers to where he thought the Board
consensus was.

L. NEPC Work P]an for 20].6

The Board agreed that our large-cap international investment managers should make
investment presentations at the October meeting and that Sands and Dodge & Cox should
present at the November meeting

M. Calendar for 2016

Hugo reviewed the schedule for the upcoming year

N. Benefit Statements and Letter

Hugo mentioned that the Benefit Statements and Benefit Letter should be mailed out in late
October.

0 2016 Multi-County Agency Conflict oflnterest Code

Russ reviewed the rules pertaining to the Biennial Conflict of Interest Code. Member
Riemer reminded the Board of his issues pertaining to his Form 700. Member Roemer has an

exemption to having to list all of his sources of income as Federal Law prohibits him from

doing so.

MOTION: WILLIAMS/LEE to approve the Conflict of Interest Code subject to the change

made to incorporate the exemption granted to member Roemer(5-0-0-0).

P Authorization to Staff Department with Two Retirement System Analysts

Hugo mentioned that the candidate pool for the Analyst position was better than for the
Administrator position. He reminded the Board of the difficulties in filling the Administrator
position. He proposed to the Board that we staff the department with two Retirement
System Analysts instead of an administrator and an analyst. Hugo mentioned that he had
discussed this with Human Resources Department and the General Manager and they
agreed with this change. After some discussion the Board agreed to authorize Hugo to hire
two analysts.

MOTION: LEE/ROEMER to authorize Hugo to make job offers to two Retirement System
Analysts (5-0-0-0).
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Q. Update on Contract for Retirement System Manager

Russ mentioned that the District Board had approved Hugo's contract.

R. Tax Determination Letter from the IRS

Hugo mentioned that we had received the Tax Determination Letter from the IRS.

S. Updates on Calculations for Former Union Officers(Gardner)

Hugo mentioned that he had met with Claudia Hudson and that the meeting was helpful. He
cautioned the Board that this issue would stilltake severalmonths to resolve.

T. Retirement System Manager Report

Report on Administrators Institute

Hugo mentioned that as always these sessions are very useful and informative and help in
his ability to ask other Administrators questions.

Press Questions
Hugo mentioned that this issue had been addressed earlier in the meeting.

Legal Memo on Marin Case from Russ
The Board held a lengthy discussion of the Marin case and its legalimplications.

U. Closed Session

There was no report from Closed Session.

ADJOURNMENT
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